
Kamsins  Unveils  Their  Latest
Designer Wear Collection For 2014

Kamsins  unveiled  their  latest  collection  where  elegance,  beauty  and  flair
presented  a  whole  new  world  of  fashion  choices  for  the  discerning  shopper.

Be it men, women or kids, Kamsins has a wide range of designs to bring out the
best in everyone adding glitz and vibrance to bring out the individuality of each
person. Giving unprecedented options to choose from, Kamsins has clothing to
suit any occasion or festivity that will transform the outlook and bring that much
needed glamour and sparkle of fashion into one’s life.

Beautifully created outfits decorated with motifs inspired by indigenous authentic
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designs  and  fashion  pieces,  created  by  and  encompassing  renowned brands,
weave and fuse together a multitude of colourful Indian outfits and sarees that
includes an enticing continental influence. This is the specialty of Kamsins where
fashion and vivacity strikes a balance with sophistication and charm.

Exclusivity and superior quality are two of the core values which have contributed
to the success of Kamsins. Kamsins’ vision is to create beautiful pieces that are
exclusive in style and design.

For those who look forward to have that perfect wedding day, Kamsins offer a
whole new collection of bridal and groom wear for the upcoming bridal season.
Customers will  have the best options to select from the plethora of designer
sarees and sensuous groom wear to make that perfect dream wedding come true.
The new collection of wedding wear consists of latest silk finish fabrics with
exquisitely handcrafted, finely worked and embellished motifs that are perfect for
that special day in everyone’s lives.

Adopting a one-stop-shop concept, Kamsins has everything from designer Indian
wear for men and women which include sarees and shalwars, mens designer
suits, sherwanis, kurthis and even accessories to glamorize your outfit.

Greet any occasion in style with elegant designs from Kamsins, tailor made for
fashion conscious individuals who express their attitudes and sensibilities through
intricately designed outfits by India’s cutting-edge designers. Hence, Kamsins is
on top of Colombo’s list of must-visit fashion stores. Furthermore, Kamsins has
much to offer their customers as they gear up in 2014 to expand their store,
adding two more floors, to better cater to their growing clientele with a broad
spectrum of fashion selections.


